
Bedroom furniture modern makeup table makeup vanity table
wholesale GLT18168

OVERVIEW:
1. The desktop is Acacia wood, the table body is E1 MDF board, and the foot is rubber wood;
2. There are 2 boxes in front of the table;
3. The table body is fully installed and the foot is disassembled; (Foot strap adjusting pin)
4. Mirror frame with 6 LED light bulbs + UL-certified power plug + USB plug + adjustable power
switch;
5. Chair with rubber wooden foot(pin);
6. NC paint;
7. Single set of mail-order packaging(with a complete set of hardware)

Product's name Bedroom furniture modern makeup table
makeup vanity table wholesale GLT18168

brand GoodLife

Item number. GLT18168
colors White, black, brown,gray
Function Home furniture. Bedroom furniture, makeup tables.

Material E1 MDF panel, NC spray paint

Organizer details makeup cabinet with mirror

Product Size Table：80*50*75
Mirror：70.5*60.5*6.3
Stool：40*30*40
（31.5*19.69*53.15INCH）

Package size

Package KD package;1 cartons/set.packed with polyfoam and strong master carton

Carton CBM 0.165m³ / set
20GP 337sets N.W. /G.W. 14.5 kgs / 15.0kgs

40HQ 819sets MOQ 200 PCS
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Our Business services:
1. Your inquiry related to our products or prices will be replied in 12 hours in
working date. 
2. Experience sales answer your question and give you related business
service.
3. OEM & amp; amp; ODM are welcome, we have over 10 years experience
working with OEM project.
4. We are looking for exclusive sales of ODM Cabinet wooden mirror jewelry.
5. Sales The exclusive right agent sales have been protection.
Package information:
1. Forming polyfoam for the post package
2. 6-side strong polyfoam are used for safety package during transportation.
3. assembled kit and user manual are available for each office.
production lead time
1. 25 ~ 50 days after deposit received.
2. Normal in the production lead time production line is 15 days after deposit
received.
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